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Students' creativity to the fore at ‘Avishkar'

The intra-college event received an overwhelming and enthusiastic
response from the students

Top performers: Winners of Avishkar' - the technical
competition organised by the IEEE student branch of Vignana
Bharathi Institute of Technology (VBIT).
„Avishkar' - the technical competition organised by the IEEE student
branch of Vignana Bharathi Institute of Technology (VBIT) saw
students presenting some innovative ideas and themes.
The uniqueness of the event was that it was organised exclusively
for first year students to promote practical aspects of engineering
course.
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The intra-college event received an overwhelming and enthusiastic
response from the students. Out of the 120 entries received, 55
presentations were shortlisted.
The papers presented by the participants were scrutinized under a
highly experienced panel of judges and the top five made it to the
inter college level. In the second phase entries were received from
various engineering colleges across the state.
The top position was bagged by Prashant and Ravikiran team from
VBIT who came up with a presentation on “Touch Screen
Technology”. The second prize went to the team consisting of
Mohd. Taj and Mekey Salaria of St. Mary's College of Engineering
and ATRI and their presentation was on “Key Loggers”.
Third prize was bagged by the VBIT student T. Prateek Abhyankar
who presented “Electrostatic Discharge” and the fourth prize went to
D. Shravani of CMR College of Engineering who presented on
“Nano Technology”.
M.G.P.L Narayana, chairman IEEE Hyderabad section and Vice
President (R&D) TCS, BSCC explained the need for practical
exposure to students and how IEEE was helping students in that
direction.
He distributed prizes to the winners. Karthik Siddavaram, Section
student representative, IEEE-Hyderabad section said that VBIT
IEEE student branch won two awards “Outstanding Student Branch
Award” and “Vibrant Student Branch Award” at IEEE-Hyderabad
Section level among 77 student branches. The college principal,
Jayant Kulkarni; Branch Counsellor, Dr. CRN Sarma, and VBIT
Chairman, Gowtham Rao were present.
Student organisers Rizwan, Sikta, Rangarajan, Abhinav Saxena and
Pavan were appreciated for the contribution for the success of the
event.
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